
KEYBOARD PORTFOLIO



Getting Things Done Doesn’t 
Just Happen Between 9 and 5.

ZAGG’s lightweight, portable keyboards are 
designed for people on-the-go, who aren’t 
confined by the traditional office work space.  
Our universal range of keyboards will transform 
any device in a flash, letting you experience 
mobile typing the way it was meant to be.

Don’t cramp your style tapping on a small  
on-screen keyboard. Whether you’re composing  
a report on the fly or finishing that urgent email  
to your boss, typing has never been easier or 
more comfortable with a ZAGG keyboard. So you 
have the power to work how you want, wherever 
you want.



Typing 1.5x faster

Tapping
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Why use a keyboard?
Our customers say…

What are the most  
important features?

Our customers say…

Typing is easier and 
faster than tapping.
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TRIFOLD
Full-Size Foldable Keyboard with Bluetooth®

Full-Size keyboard 
functionality

Ultra transportable 
when folded

Versatile 
touchpad

Designed for:  
Mobile 
Bluetooth® 
Devices

Bluetooth Spacious KeysLightweightSlim Design Ideal for Travel

Optimise your productivity when travelling

• Fully universal with Bluetooth® connectivity.

• Folds to the size of an average wallet or 
small purse making it easily portable.

• Great for the on-the-go worker, full 
keyboard functionality wherever you are.

• The ideal companion when travelling to 
minimise weight and bulk in your luggage.

• Take advantage of the power of your smart 
phone or tablet without the challenge of  
the small on-screen keyboard.





FLEX
Universal Keyboard with Stand

The lightweight, convenient keyboard solution for all of your devices.

• Slim, portable, lightweight.

• Universal keyboard with Bluetooth®.

• Laptop-style keys: strike cleanly and 
precisely for fast, accurate touch typing. 

• Foldable, built-in stand: The cover folds 
to become a built-in stand that can 
accommodate any-sized smartphone  
or tablet. 

• Multi-device pairing: Pair the Flex with  
two devices and toggle between them. 

• Detachable keyboard: to allow for  
multiple uses. 

• Backlit keys: available in seven colours, 
make typing easy in low-light conditions. 

Laptop-style 
keys

Built-in stand

Backlit KeysBuilt-in StandBluetooth Spacious KeysLightweightSlim Design Ideal for Travel

Designed for:  
Smartphones, 
Tablets & Apple 
TV





WIRED  
LIGHTNING 
KEYBOARD
Full-Size Keyboard

Transform your tablet in a flash

• Dramatically increase your capabilities with 
the speed, ease, and functionality of laptop-
style typing with full-size keys.

• Connect instantly to all the increased 
functionalities of your new keyboard. 

• A sturdy metal plate inside the keyboard 
provides a stable typing surface. 

• The MFi-certified lightning connector allows 
the keyboard to connect with any Apple 
device with a lightning port. 

• An 45cm cord gives you the flexibility to 
accommodate different work environments.

Full-size 
keyboard

45cm cord

MFi-certified 
lightning connector

Sturdy 
Metal Plate

No Extra
Adapters Needed

Spacious KeysLightweight

Designed for:  
Apple Mobile 
Devices





WIRED  
KEYBOARD  
USB C/A
Full-Size Keyboard

Transform your tablet in a flash.

• Dramatically increase your capabilities with 
the speed, ease, and functionality of laptop-
style typing with full-size keys.

• Connect instantly to all the increased 
functionalities of your new keyboard. 

• A sturdy metal plate inside the keyboard 
provides a stable typing surface. 

• USB C & USB A connector variations allows 
the keyboard to connect with a number of 
different devices to suit your customers’ 
requirements. 

• The 1.5m cord gives you the flexibility to 
accommodate a variety of work environments.

Full-size 
keyboard

1.5m cord

USB A/C connector

Designed for:  
Mobile Devices 
with USB Port C/A

Sturdy 
Metal Plate

No Extra
Adapters Needed

Spacious KeysLightweight





WIRELESS 
KEYBOARD
Full-Size Keyboard

Transform your tablet in a flash.

• Dramatically increase your capabilities with 
the speed, ease, and functionality of laptop-
style typing with full-size keys.

• Connect instantly to all the increased 
functionalities of your new keyboard.

• A sturdy metal plate inside the keyboard 
provides a stable typing surface. 

• Bluetooth® connectivity allows the keyboard 
to connect with almost any device, ideal for 
multiple device environments. 

Full-size 
keyboard

Bluetooth® 
connectivity

Designed for:  
Mobile 
Bluetooth® 
Devices

Sturdy 
Metal Plate

No Extra
Adapters Needed

Spacious KeysLightweightBluetooth





RUGGED  
BOOK
Durable, Wireless Keyboard & Detachable Case

Our toughest protection ever

• Formidable layers of protection guard your 
iPad against impact and corner damage 
and feature a durable construction that can 
withstand drops up to 2m.

• The detachable case functions in four 
modes: book, keyboard, case, and video. 

• The adjustable cradle hinge has a 180˚ radius 
and holds your device at your chosen angle. 

• Long battery life with sleep/wake function.

• Laptop-style keys provide a comfortable 
typing experience. 

• Backlit keys, available in seven colours, 
make typing easy in low-light conditions. 

Rugged 
protection

Detachable 
case

7-Colour 
backlit keys

Designed for:  
iPad (9.7-inch 
2017 & 2018) 
iPad Pro (9.7-inch), 
iPad Air, iPad Air2

Backlit KeysLong Battery 
Life

Spacious KeysMulti-angled  Viewing BluetoothRugged Protection





RUGGED  
MESSENGER
Wireless Keyboard and Durable,  
Detachable Case

Tougher than your last deadline.

• The tough polycarbonate construction 
protects your iPad from impact, corner 
damage and can withstand drops up to 2m. 

• Multi-device pairing and toggling allows 
connection to two devices at the same time.

• Long battery life with sleep/wake function.

• Multiple viewing angles let you adjust your 
screen – just like a laptop.  

• The detachable case allows you to function 
in both keyboard mode and case mode for 
total versatility.

• Laptop-style keys provide a comfortable 
typing experience. 

• Backlit keys, available in seven colours, 
make typing easy in low-light conditions. 

Rugged 
protection

Detachable 
case

7-colour 
backlit keys

Designed for:  
iPad (9.7-inch 
2017 & 2018) 
iPad Pro (9.7-inch, 
10.5-inch)

Backlit KeysLong Battery 
Life

Spacious KeysMulti-angled  Viewing BluetoothRugged Protection





RUGGED  
MESSENGER  
WITH VISIONGUARD™

Durable Case with Snap-on VisionGuard™ Screen 
Protection + Pen Holder
Rough and Tumble Ready

• A snap-on VisionGuard™ screen protector 
helps protect your display from smudges 
and scratches. More importantly, the 
VisionGuard protects your eyes. It’s touch 
sensitive, and the thumb reader will work 
through the PET screen.

• Tough, durable layers help protect your 
device against impact and corner damage.

• The rugged construction can withstand 
drops from up to 2m.

• The magnetic built-in stand adjusts for 
increased usability. It can also be used as  
a smart cover for added protection inside  
a backpack.

Rugged 
protection

Built-in stand

Detachable 
case

Pen holder

Designed for:  
iPad (9.7-inch 
2017 & 2018) 
iPad Pro (9.7-inch)

Built-in Stand VisionGuard™Rugged Protection

Snap-on 
VisionGuard™ 

screen





SLIM  
BOOK GO™

Ultra-Slim Keyboard & Detachable Case

Where creativity and productivity intersect. 

• Slim, Lightweight Design: Made for 
versatile, on-the-go use.

• Holder for Apple Pencil: Stores the Apple 
Pencil safely and conveniently.

• Streamlined Protection: The slim yet sturdy 
case and keyboard give you peace-of-mind 
protection without the bulk.

• Detachable Keyboard and Case: The 
keyboard and case detach and let you 
use your device in three different modes: 
keyboard, case, and video. 

• Multi-device Pairing: Connect with two 
devices simultaneously.

• Reverse Kickstand: The built-in reverse 
kickstand has a 100° radius for optimal 
viewing and working conditions. 

• Backlit, Laptop-style Keys: Keys are backlit 
in seven different colours, and their 
clean, precise keystrokes provide an easy, 
comfortable typing experience.

Backlit, 
laptop style 
keys

Detachable 
case & 
keyboard Pen holder

Backlit KeysBluetooth Spacious KeysLightweightSlim Design Multi-angled  Viewing

Designed for:  
iPad (9.7-inch 
2017 & 2018) 
iPad Pro (9.7-inch, 
11-inch & 12.9-inch)



Visit us at 

www.zagg.com
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